A message from Home and School:
PIZZA LUNCH RETURNS!
Our Pizza Lunch campaign for the 2018/2019 school year is now taking orders. There
have been a number of changes this year. The biggest one being that we are now only
accepting online orders. The link to make your order
is here. https://clearpointhands.ca/pizza-lunch
The first pizza lunch day is Tuesday, September 25th. You must place your order
before September 17th to be included on the first pizza day.
Pizza lunch this year will include an individual Bambino sized pizza and a juice
box. Our supplier is Dominos Pizza.
If your child has any food intolerances or allergies please let us know when you place
your order. Dominos does provide cheese free pizzas on request. They also have a
gluten free option at an extra charge.
For the sake of clarity I would like to remind everyone of the policy surrounding Pizza
Lunch, which has been in place for a very long time. We order the Pizzas a week in
advance according to your reservation forms. It is only possible to cancel or add to an
order up to a week before a given pizza lunch date. Otherwise the pizza will be
delivered and must be paid for. If your child is absent on pizza lunch day, call or text our
pizza lunch coordinator (Lori, 514-889-1062) BEFORE 10am and leave a message. You have
the option to pick up the pizza before 12pm – but a call/text first is required. Pick up at the side
door of the gymnasium if after 11:20am. All unclaimed pizzas must be disposed of by 12:15 or
the time our last volunteer leaves the building. There is no time or space to manage unclaimed
pizza's. Thank you for your understanding.
Home and School has worked very hard creating the Pizza lunch schedule and as of
this email, no field trips are scheduled for a Pizza lunch day. However should this
change please rest assured that pizzas will be saved for an entire class or grade in their
classrooms for distribution upon their return from the outing. Unfortunately, under the
agreement with our supplier, we cannot change pizza lunch days unless there is a snow
day.

Please note that you can pay online using a credit card or PayPal, or you can send a
cheque with your child to school. Please make cheque out to Clearpoint Elementary
Home and School and mark it clearly with your child(ren)'s name(s) and the order
number(s), put it in a sealed envelope addressed to Home and School, and your child's
teacher will get it to us. You can combine payments for multiple children. We
recommend sending in the payment with your oldest child.
We deliver pizzas via homeroom assignments. Sometimes our children can be
confused as to which homeroom they are assigned too as they see both of their partner
teachers equally. This causes a lot of problems every year so please be absolutely
certain to put your child's correct homeroom on the order. (I have had 2 kids at
Clearpoint and trust me, the children are not always clear which teacher is their
homeroom teacher!) The homeroom teacher is the one they have on Mondays, or on
their first day of school.
Thank you for your attention and I wish you all a wonderful weekend and a great year at
Clearpoint!
Sincerely
Linda Harbert
President
Clearpoint H&S

